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Abstract
Flexsafe® Pro Mixer is a unique single-use technology fitting all mixing applications from buffer and media preparations, downstream processes to final formulation. Flexsafe® Pro Mixer ergonomic design enables intuitive, modular and agile use to achieve fast installation and mixing operations. Additionally, the Flexsafe® film offers high standard quality attributes such as Biocompatibility, Integrity and Supply network.

This application study gives performance data of the Pro Mixer for the dissolution of CHO media in 50 L, 200 L and 1000 L and 50X Soy hydrolysate in 50 L. These solutions are used in media and feed preparation steps of the biomanufacturing process.

The powders used to manufacture these solutions are floating and form clumps making them difficult to hydrate. The Soy hydrolysate is prepared in 50X, high concentrated solution to allow use in larger volume media preparation using the appropriate dilution. The performance of the single-use mixing system is assessed using conductivity for quantitative measurement and visual inspection for qualitative measurement.

Flexsafe® Pro Mixer is able to mix CHO media in less than 5 minutes for the 50 L and 200 L, less than 15 minutes for the 1000 L and the 50X Soy hydrolysate in less than 20 minutes in 50 L.

Find out more: www.sartorius.com/flexsafe-pro-mixer
Introduction

The purpose of this application study is to assess the performance of the single-use Pro Mixer used in media and feed preparations.

The CHO media used is a chemically defined, non-animal origin, protein-free cell culture medium developed to deliver high levels of cell proliferation, protein production, and cell viability for the bioproduction of therapeutic recombinant proteins and monoclonal antibodies in Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells.

The Soy hydrolysate used is an ultra-filtered animal free hydrolysate, based on soy protein. Soy hydrolysate is used to support the growth and expression of product in biopharmaceutical cell cultures and fermentations. It is prepared as a 50X concentrated solution in order to fulfill needs for large scale bioproduction which constitute a worse case scenario in terms of dissolution.

These powders can be difficult to hydrate as they tend to float on the fluid surface and form clumps. The procedure for media and feed preparation includes the incorporation of the powders in the bag partially filled with deionized water before final dilution. In this study, the bags were respectively filled to 80% of the nominal volume prior to CHO media powder addition and 70% of the nominal volume prior to Soy hydrolysate powder addition.

The final step of the process consists of the addition of supplements like lipids for example, then pH adjustment and water fill to nominal volume (not described in this note). The final media and feed concentrations are described in “Materials” section.

The mixing technology selected for this application is Flexsafe® for Pro Mixer with volumes of 50 L, 200 L, and 1,000 L for the media and 50L for the concentrated feed. The magnetic coupling of the impeller with the Pro Mixer Drive Unit enables a rotation speed up to 750 rpm, providing a powerful mixing of the media and feed powders. In order to work under customer conditions, the speed has been adjusted depending on the final volume to avoid foaming effects or splashing (see “Method” section).

The mixing times are determined by conductivity measurement of the solution in the Flexsafe® bag for Pro Mixer using the single-use conductivity probe from the bags. These data are confirmed by visual inspection using several cameras including a submersible camera to perform comprehensive and thorough checks at the surface, throughout the entire volume and in the 4 bottom corners.
Materials and Methods

Materials

Consumable
- Standard Flexsafe® Bags for Pro Mixer (50 L, 200 L and 1000L) including single-use conductivity sensors
- Powder bags (15 L and 30 L)
- Powders:
  - PowerCHO at 29.14 g/L final concentration
  - Proyield Soy at 250 g/L final concentration

As mixing is performed at 80% and 70% of the nominal volume, the concentration during the mixing phase is higher.
- Deionized water

Equipment
- Palletank for Mixing equipped with Powder bag holder
- Pro Mixer drive unit
- 3 different type of camera: video camera, still camera and submersible camera type GoPro

Method

1. The CHO media is prepared in standard Flexsafe® Bags for Pro Mixer filled with deionized water to 80% of the final volume. The 50X Soy hydrolysate is prepared in standard Flexsafe® Bags for Pro Mixer filled with deionized water to 70% of the final volume.

2. Impeller speed is set based on the nominal test volume to avoid foaming effects or splashing:
   - 325 rpm for 50L
   - 475 rpm for 200L
   - 725 rpm for 1000L

3. The powders are incorporated in the Flexsafe® Bags for Pro Mixer using 15 L or 30 L powder transfer bag for a contained transfer to the mixing bag assembly.

4. Two mixing times are monitored, these mixing times includes powders’ addition into the Flexsafe® Bags for Pro Mixer. "Mixing time 1" is determined from the conductivity signal.

   The “mixing time 1” corresponds to the time when 99% of the final conductivity value is reached and when all next measurements stay within a 1% tolerance for at least 5 minutes.

   “Mixing time 2” is determined by a visual inspection.

   The “mixing time 2” corresponds to the time when all suspended particles are visually dissolved and no visible solids remain floating on the fluid surface. Several external and submersible cameras are recording the experiment allowing, among others, to perform comprehensive checks on the fluid volume and surface.

   Total mixing time corresponds to the highest value among mixing 1 and mixing 2.
Results

1. **50 L CHO media mixed in less than 5 minutes**
The CHO media is dissolving rapidly, in less than 1 minute which is confirmed by visual inspection.

![Fig. 1: CHO media preparation in 50 L Flexsafe® Bag for Pro Mixer](image)

2. **200 L CHO media mixed in less than 5 minutes**
The CHO media is dissolving rapidly, in less than 3 minutes which is confirmed by visual inspection.

![Fig. 2: CHO media preparation in 200 L Flexsafe® Bag for Pro Mixer](image)

3. **1000 L CHO media mixed in less than 15 minutes**
The conductivity is stabilizing after 10 minutes and full dissolution is confirmed by visual inspection in less than 15 minutes.

![Fig. 3: CHO media preparation in 1,000 L Flexsafe® Bag for Pro Mixer](image)

4. **50 L 50X Soy hydrolysate mixed in less than 20 minutes**
Soy hydrolysate is prepared in high 50x concentration which represents a worse case. This solution is foaming when agitated and even with the 325 rpm set-up for this volume, foaming was observed during the test. The small conductivity variations seen on the graph confirms the presence of bubbles around the conductivity probes due to foaming.

Despite the high concentration of this feed solution, the system was able to achieve a full mixing in less than 20 minutes with a stabilization of the conductivity in less than 10 minutes.

![Fig. 7: 50X Soy hydrolysate preparation in 50 L Flexsafe® Bag for Pro Mixer](image)
5. Summary of the Flexsafe® Pro Mixer performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powder</th>
<th>Dissolution Characteristic</th>
<th>Mixing Time Measurement</th>
<th>Mixing Time per Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>50 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHO Media</td>
<td>Floating and forming clumps</td>
<td>&lt; 5 min</td>
<td>&lt; 5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Visual inspection</td>
<td>&lt; 5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50X Soy hydrolysate</td>
<td>Worse case: high concentration and floating clumps</td>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>&lt; 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Visual inspection</td>
<td>&lt; 20 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of mixing times obtained with Pro Mixer System

Discussion

A rapid dissolution of the powders was observed in each case tested. The mixing time was found to be below 5 minutes for the CHO media in 50 L and 200 L, below 15 minutes for the 1000L and a maximum mixing time below 20 minutes for the worse case, 50X Soy hydrolysate in 50 L.

Despite the clumps forming at the surface, the Pro Mixer vortex was able to attract down the powders for an efficient mixing.

The mixing times presented in this application note do not include the time it takes for: equipment set up, water filling to 70% or 80%, as well as supplement additions and water filling up to 100% to reach final volume and concentration of a given solution. Thanks to its ergonomic design, the complete set-up and bag installation of the Flexsafe® Pro Mixer is fast, 5 to 10 minutes for a 1,000 L bag.
Conclusion

Flexsafe® Pro Mixer is a unique single-use technology platform fitting all mixing applications from buffer and media preparations, downstream processes to final formulation in 50 L, 100 L, 200 L, 400 L, 650 L and 1,000 L volumes.

This application demonstrates the efficiency of the Flexsafe® Pro Mixer to facilitate floating powders inclusion into the liquid and dissolution even in worse case conditions such as high concentration, making the media and feed preparation step quick and easy to perform.

Flexsafe® Pro Mixer allows for quick set-up, efficient mixing and fast changeover to save time at all the mixing steps during biomanufacturing.

Flexact® Media Preparation unit with Flexsafe® Pro Mixer system provides a fully qualified and automated single-use solution for a more robust, productive and efficient process.

Sartorius Stedim Biotech can also provide standard and custom cell culture media and feed for proteins, vaccines and regenerative medicine applications.